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Abstract
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Leigh M. McAlister - University of Texas at Austin
Inclusion of a marketing executive on a firm’s top management team (TMT) will deepen and
enrich that team’s consideration of consumers, business customers and the marketplace in
general. Resulting enhanced insights should contribute to firm value in at least two ways.
First, these insights will inform CEO and CFO comments to analysts, broadening information
provided hence increasing the number of financial analysts following the firm (which has been
shown in prior research to increase firm value). Second, these insights will also inform TMT
planning, reducing the team’s impulse to myopically cut marketing spending, thereby avoiding
the firm value penalty associated with myopic marketing cuts. In addition to its direct impact
on analyst following and myopic decisions, we propose that marketer-driven-insight on the
TMT will also positively moderate the impact of analyst following on firm value and negatively
moderate the impact of myopic decisions on firm value. We identify CMOs using ExecuComp,
analyst following using I/B/E/S and firm financial data using COMPUSTAT. Results confirm a
main effect of CMO on firm value, mediation of that effect by analyst following and by myopic
decisions and moderation of the analyst following effect on firm value.
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